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The month in view
Coming up………..

• Sable darting
• Reserve projects
• Wildlife sightings
• New lion cub in the pride
• Summer arrivals  
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Volunteers joining Askari this month formed “Ou bul bul bul”. 
Volunteers were from Canada, England, France and The Netherlands. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

New lion cub in the Askari pride
We have had very few sightings of the lionesses in the pride over the past few months; this can often be
a sign that they are pregnant, or denning and with young cubs. This was confirmed in December when
we had this great sighting of a brand new cub – estimated to be between 6 and 8 weeks old. We had
seen adult ‘Thula’ on her own, a few times before this particular sighting. But now she was back in the
river….in the exact same spot where the pride have denned before. We had actually just left her and
some of the other adults when Ryan called us back to say he could see a cub coming up out the river. We
got there just in time for the young one to greet it’s mother and have a little chat, always a great sound
to hear.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Sable darting

This month Dr Peter Rogers was called to treat some of our sable females in the breeding camps. Hooves
are an ongoing problem with a few of our animals which is thought to be a genetic trait. The nails grow
long and at different angles making walking uncomfortable and difficult for the individuals affected. Each
animal is darted and anaesthetised and while under anaesthetic the hooves are cut using clippers and a
hand sander. This allows us to shorten the nails and re-shape them to hopefully grow back in a better state.
It is always a great opportunity to be involved with assisting the vet so everyone took plenty of chances for
holding the horns, assisting with the handling and of course taking photos.
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Follow the Askari blog and be the first to read new entries and updates. You can 
subscribe at http://www.askarivolunteers.com

Reserve work & Projects

An anti-poaching patrol took place as well as two sessions of rock collection for tree protection against
elephants. Fence painting work continued and dung sample analysis was carried out for the nyala. Brush
packing sessions took place in the nyala breeding camps to ensure nyala move through the tick sprayer
en-route to water.

The nyala camps received their monthly clean out where
dung is collected from around the feeding bowls and water
troughs are scrubbed and new water given.

Sleep out took place in the Selati river where
baboon and spotted hyaena were heard
vocalising in the night.

Prickly pear control continued around the
reserve, quite a few large plants were found
in the nyala camps and also on Langa langa.
With the lack of rain, the bush is still thin and
brown meaning the bright green cacti stand
out well and are easier to spot.

Three sessions of work took place on the
Askari pizza oven which brought it to it’s
glorious completion. We managed to fit 2 pizza
nights in before the end of the year which
includes everyone making their own dough
and base and designing toppings.
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Lantana alien plants were
eradicated using a herbicide
applied to the foliage. Road
clearing in the camps took
place to provide ease of
access for monitoring
purposes. The Marula tree
nursery in the Askari garden
continues to make good
progress.

http://www.askarivolunteers.com/
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings
The bush finally enjoyed some rain this month which gave an amazing flush of green to the vegetation
along with filling the dams and setting drainage lines into flow. There were plenty of sightings to enjoy
including the first signs of summer, the impala lambs and migrating woodland kingfishers. Cheetah sightings
were of young male ‘Khinga’ and brothers ‘Songo and Sanana’. As well as lioness ‘Thula’ and her cub, males
‘Kalahari jnr’ and ‘Zamula’ were seen. Elephant herds were enjoying the newly filled dams and we even had
an amazing sighting of the ever elusive leopard. A dead giraffe and an early morning for the team meant a
sighting of spotted hyaenas feeding on the carcass.
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

Hanging with the hyaenas

Once I know where there’s a spotted hyaena den we pay regular visits! Hyaenas have a number of
different dens throughout their range and it is hard to know when they might move to a new one and we
have no way of finding them again! We had some great sightings between our different trips to the den
including young cubs suckling, a slightly older one carrying off a wildebeest head breakfast and even the
discovery of a brand new set of cubs! As far as we knew there were just two youngsters until suddenly
during one visit another popped it’s head out the hole (bottom left). It was still black in colour showing
just how young it was. Spotted hyaenas only get their spots from 3 months old.
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